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1. Introduction
In this paper we shall consider IBVP for one-dimensional linear wave
equation
2t u&
2
x u= f (x, t), (x, t) # (0, ?)_R
1, (1.1)
u(0, t)=u(?, t)=0, t # R1, (1.2)
u(x, 0)=,(x), t u(x, 0)=(x), x # (0, ?), (1.3)
where f is quasiperiodic in t with basic frequencies |=(|1 , ..., |m) # Rm.
See Section 2 for the definition of quasiperiodic function. For simplicity,
through this paper we assume that , and  belong to C 0 (0). The aim of
this paper is to construct a class of quasiperiodic forcing terms f for which
every solution of IBVP (1.1)-(1.3) is unbounded in t # R1 and to give the
growth-order of the solution. To this end, first we note the conditions for
the boundedness of the solutions of IBVP (1.1)(1.3). Consider IBVP for
more general n-dimensional wave equation in a bounded domain 0 in Rn
with smooth boundary:
2t u&2u= f (x, t), (x, t) # 0_R
1,
u(x, t)| 0=0, t # R1,
u(x, 0)=,(x), t u(x, 0)=(x), x # 0.
Then by the similar way to [2] it is shown that every solution of the above
IBVP is necessarily almost periodic in t (so bounded in t # R1) if the
following two conditions are satisfied:
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I. The basic frequencies | of f and the eigenvalues [*2j ] ( j=1, 2, ...)
of &2 satisfy the incommensurability condition: Let {m be arbitrarily
fixed. There exists a positive constant C=C(|) such that it holds
|*j&(k, |)|C|k| {
for all k=(k1 , ..., km) # Zm"[0] and all j. Here (k, |)=k1|1+ } } } +km|m
and |k|=|k1 |+ } } } +|km |.
II. The corresponding function f (x, %) of f (x, t) is of C p-class, where
p{+m.
Obviously the first condition is a number-theoretic one and the second
an analytic one. Roughly speaking, if the differentiability of f is larger or
equal to the order of incommensurability of [*j] and | plus m, then the
solution is almost periodic in t. Naturally we shall take (I) and (II) into
consideration to obtain unbounded solutions, i.e. we wish to choose {&1
and p as small as possible. Taking (I) into account, first in Section 2.1 we
shall construct the basic frequencies | as the solutions of an algebraic
equation of order m+1 so as to satisfy Diophantine approximation
inequalities (Proposition 2.3). Then noting the condition (II), in Section 2.2
we shall set a class of the forcing terms f by use of lacunary Fourier series
by sequences of m-dimensional integral vectors and natural numbers which
satisfy the Diophantine approximation inequalities. In Section 3 we shall
show the unboundedness of the solution, that is, the solution u(x, t) tends
to \ for a time-sequence [tj], tjZ, and every x in a dense set in (0, ?)
(Theorem 3.1). As will be shown (Theorem 3.1), the growth-order of the
unbounded solutions becomes larger if the differentiability of f is less. The
method used here is seen in [3], Example 4.2. In [3] the case where the
forcing term is periodic (i.e. m=1) was treated. However in [3] the growth
of the solutions was given only at a point x=?2. Since m=1, the use of
the continued fractions was effective to construct the frequency |. In
quasiperiodic case (m2) the situation of the construction of frequencies
|1 , ..., |n is more complicated. Thus instead of the continued fraction we
shall use some Diophantine inequalities based on the Minkowski theorem
on linear forms (Appendix). Note that our result holds only for m2 and
so does not include the result of [3] (i.e. we can treat purely quasiperiodic
case, but not periodic).
2. A Class of Quasiperiodic Forcing Terms
Let N and Zm be the set of natural numbers and the set of m-dimen-
sional integral vectors. Zm+ is a subset of Z
m whose components are non-
negative. We call f (x, t) quasiperiodic (q.p.) in t with basic frequencies
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(b.f.) |=(|1 , ..., |m) # Rm if there exists a continuous function f (x, %),
%=(%1 , ..., %m) # T m (m-dimensional torus Rm(2?Z)m) such that f (x, t)=
f (x, |t) holds. We assume without loss of generality that |1 , ..., |m are
rationally independent. The set of q.p. functions is dense in the set of
almost periodic functions with respect to the topology of uniform con-
vergence, and contains the set of continuous periodic functions.
2.1. Some Lemmas from Diophantine Approximation Theory
We refer to Cassels [1] for the Diophantine approximation theory. See
Appendix in this paper for the necessary properties.
Lemma 2.1. There exist countably many m-dimensional vectors |=
(|1 , ..., |m) # Rm (|i>0, i=1, ..., m) and positive constants C=C(|)
depending on | such that it holds
|(k, |)&n|C|k|m
for all k=(k(1), ..., k(m)) # Zm+"[0] and all n # N. Here (k, |)=k (1)|1+
} } } +k(m)|m and |k|=|k(1)|+ } } } +|k (m)|.
This is the direct consequence of Appendix, Theorem A and its Remark
A1.
Lemma 2.2. Let | be any vector in Theorem A. Then there exist a
sequence [kj]/Zm+"[0], |kj |   (monotonically) and a sequence [nj] of
odd natural numbers such that it holds
|(kj , |)&nj |C1 |kj |m, j=1, 2, . . . (2.1)
for some positive constant C1=C1(|).
Proof. We first note the following: (V) There is a positive constant
#1=#1(|) such that the inequalities
|(k, |)&n|#1X&m,
(2.2)
|k(i)|X, i=1, ..., m
are insoluble for all X1 and k=(k(1), ..., k(m)) # Zm"[0] and n # N.
This is verified by Theorem A in Appendix. In fact, assume that for
any #1>0 there exist a constant X=X(#1)1, k =(k (1), ..., k (m)) # Zm"[0]
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and n~ # N such that the above (2.2) is soluble for k and n~ . Then by (2.2)
we have
|(k , |)&n~ |#1X&m
#1(max
i
|k (i)| )&m
#1mm |k |&m,
whence this contradicts to Theorem A in Appendix for #1=#mm. Then by
Theorem B in Appendix and the above (V), we have the following: There
exists a positive constant C0 such that to any X1 and any : # R1 there
exist a vector k =(k (1), ..., k (m)) # Zm and an integer n^ satisfying
|(k , |)&n^&:|C0X&m
(2.3)
|k (i)|X, i=1, ..., m.
Set Xl=l, l=1, 2, ..., and := &l(|1+ } } } +|m)+12. Then by (2.3)
there exist k l # Zm and n^l # Z such that
|(k l , |)&(n^l+12)|C0X &ml
0k (i)l 2Xl , i=1, ..., m
hold for k l=(k (1)l , ..., k
(m)
l ) with k
(i)
l =k
(i)
l +Xl , i=1, ..., m. Note that
k l # Zm+ . Thus we obtain
|(kl , |)&nl|C$0X &ml
0k (i)l 4Xl , i=1, ..., m
for l=1, 2, ..., where kl=2k l , nl=2n^l+1 and C$0=2C0 . Hence there exist
a sequence [kl]/Zm+"[0] and a sequence [nl] of odd natural numbers
such that
|(kl , |)&nl |C1 |kl |&m,
where C1=(4m)m C$0 . Hence (2.1) holds. If necessary, taking a subsequence
of [kl] so that the corresponding subsequence of [ |kl |] is monotonically
increasing, we have the conclusion. Q.E.D.
From Lemma 2.1 and 2.2 we have
Proposition 2.3. There exist countably many m-dimensional vectors
|=(|1 , ..., |m) # Rm(|i>0, i=1, ..., m) such that for positive constants C
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and C1 , a sequence [kj]/Zm+"[0], |kj |Z( j  ) and a sequence [nj] of
odd natural numbers all dependent on | it holds
C|kj |m|(kj , |)&nj |C1 |kj |m. (2.4)
Next proposition will be used to construct the class of q.p. functions for
which IBVP (1.1)(1.3) has a time-unbounded solution.
Proposition 2.4. Let 4 be the set [r?2s; s # N, 1r2s&1]. Let
|, [kj] and [nj] be the same as in Proposition 2.3. Then there exist sub-
sequences [kjp] and [njp] of [kj] and [nj] (resp.) such that the followings
hold:
1%. It holds, for every fixed r?2s # 4
sin(njp r?2
s)c2s for p=1, 2, ...
or
sin(njpr?2
s)&c2s for p=1, 2, ...,
where c=12.
2%. The sequence [ |(kjp , |)&njp |]

p=1 is monotonically decreasing.
3%. It holds
|kjp |M|kjp+1 | for p=1, 2, ..., (2.5)
where M is a positive constant less than C(2C1). Here C and C1 are the
same as in (2.4).
4%. There are positive constants : and ; independent of p such that
:|kjp |njp; |kjp |. (2.6)
5%. It holds
|(kjp , |)&njp |18
for p=1, 2, ... .
Proof. 1%. Let lj be the nearest integer to nj r2s. Then we have
12|njr2s&lj |12s. Hence we have
sin (?2s)sin |njr2s&lj |?.
If either lj is even and lj<nj r2s or lj is odd and lj>njr2s, then it holds
(V) sin(njr?2s)sin(?2s).
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If either lj is even and lj>nj r2s or lj is odd and lj<njr2s, then it holds
(VV) sin(njr?2s)&sin(?2s).
Thus taking a suitable subsequence [njp] of [nj] iteratively for each s # N
and r=1, ..., 2s&1 and using the diagonal method, we have (V) for all [ jp]
or (VV) for all [ jp]. Since sin(?2s)12(s&1), we have the conclusion.
2%. By noting that |kj |Z ( j  ) and (2.4) holds, the conclusion
is obtained.
3%. Since |kj |   ( j  ), this is clear.
4% and 5%. Clear from (2.4) and all kij0 for j # N and i=1, ..., m,
and all |i>0 for i=1, ..., m. Q.E.D.
2.2. A Class of Q.P. Functions
We set a class of q.p. functions to which the forcing term f of (1.1)
belongs. Let |, [kj] and [nj] be the same as in Proposition 2.3 and
4, [kjp] and [njp] be the same as in Proposition 2.4. From now on we
again write the subsequences [kjp] and [njp] by [kj] and [nj] (resp). We
decompose 4 into 4+ and 4&:
4=4+ _ 4&,
where 4\=[x # 4; sgn(sin njx)=\1 for j=1, 2, ...] and sgn(a) means the
signature of a. Obviously it holds
(A) sin(nj r?2s)c2s for j=1, 2, ... and r?2s # 4+, and sin(njr?2s)
&c2s for j=1, 2, ... and r?2s # 4&.
We consider a class of q.p. functions f (x, t) represented by the following
lacunary Fourier series:
f (x, %)= :

j=1
fj sin(kj , %) sin njx
(2.7)
f (x, t)= f (x, |t),
where % # T m. We define Q |N by the class of functions f (x, %) of the form
(2.7) whose Fourier coefficients fj satisfy
c0 |kj |N fjc1 |kj |N, j=1, 2, ... (2.8)
for some positive constants c0 and c1 and all kj , where N is a positive
number independent of j. Let Q|N be the class of function f such that
f (x, t)= f (x, |t),
where f (x, %) # Q |N .
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Remark 2.5. The above class Q |N is contained in the class C
[N]([0, ?]
_T m) for nonintegral N and CN&1([0, ?]_T m) for any natural number
N, for the Fourier coefficients fj decay of the decreasing rate N by (2.8) and
(2.5) holds.
3. Unbounded Solutions of IBVP (1.1)(1.3)
We consider IBVP:
2t u&
2
x u= f (x, t), (x, t) # (0, ?)_R
1, (1.1)
u(0, t)=u(?, t)=0, t # R1, (1.2)
u(x, 0)=,(x), t u(x, 0)=(x), x # (0, ?), (1.3)
where f is q.p. in t with b.f. |. We assume that M is small so as to satisfy
inequalities (3.11) and (3.12) in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
We show that every solution of IBVP (1.1)(1.3) is time-unbounded for
f belonging to the class Q|N of q.p. functions with b.f. | defined in
Section 2.2.
Since from Remark 2.5 f # Q|N belongs to C
[N]([0, ?]_R1) for nonin-
tegral N>0 and CN&1([0, ?]_R1) for natural number N, it follows from
the well-known result that the above IBVP has a unique solution in
C[N]+1([0, ?]_R1) for nonintegral N>0 and CN([0, ?]_R1) for natural
number N.
Theorem 3.1. Let | be the same as in Proposition 2.3, and 4 and 4\
be the same as in Section 2.2. Assume that m>N+1 holds. Let f belong to
Q|N and u be a unique solution of IBVP (1.1)(1.3). Then there exists a
monotonically increasing sequence [tj], tj   such that
u(x, tj)&(C2s) t1&(N+1)mj for x=r?2
s # 4+ (3.1)
u(x, tj)(C2s) t1&(N+1)mj for x=r?2
s # 4& (3.2)
t u(x, tj)(C2s) t1&Nmj for x=r?2
s # 4+ (3.3)
t u(x, tj)&(C2s) t1&Nmj for x=r?2
s # 4& (3.4)
&u(. , tj)&L2(0, ?)Ct1&(N+1)mj . (3.5)
Here C are positive constants independent of r, j and s.
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Proof. Let u0(x, t) be a unique solution of IBVP (1.1)(1.3) with
f (x, t)#0. Clearly u0(x, t) is 2?-periodic in t. Define
u(x, t)=u0(x, t)+ :

j=1
(1nj) _|
t
0
fj sin(kj , |) { sin nj (t&{) d{& sin njx.
(3.6)
Then u is a unique solution in C 1([0, ?]_R1) of IBVP (1.1)(1.3). Set
w(x, t)= :

j=1
(1nj) _|
t
0
fj sin(kj , |) { sin nj (t&{) d{& sin nj x.
Then we can write
w(x, t)= :

j=1
( fj 2nj)[(sin(kj , |) t+sin njt)((kj , |)+nj)
&(sin(kj , |) t&sin njt)((kj , |)&nj)] sin njx
= :

j=1
(aj (x, t)+bj (x, t)), (3.7)
where
aj (x, t)=&( fj 2nj)[(sin(kj , |) t&sin njt)((kj , |)&nj)] sin njx
and
bj (x, t)=( fj 2nj)[(sin(kj , |) t+sin nj t)((kj , |)+nj)] sin njx.
First we show (3.1) and (3.2). It is enough to show that (3.2) holds. (3.1)
is shown in the same way. Now the function j=1 bj (x, t) is quasiperiodic
in t uniformly in x # (0, ?). In fact, define b j (x, % ), % =(%0 , %)=
(%0, %1, ..., %m) # Rm+1 by ( fj 2nj)[(sin (kj , %)+sin nj%0)((kj , |)+nj)] sin njx
and consider B (x, % )=j=1 b j (x, % ). Clearly 

j=1 bj (x, t)=B (x, |~ t),
where |~ =(1, |). By (2.8) and (2.6) we have
| fj nj |Const.nN+1j .
From Proposition 2.4 all components of k and | are nonnegative and
positive (resp.) so that (kj , |)+njnj . Hence we have from (2.5) and (2.6)
|b j (x, % )|Const.nN+2j
Const.(MN+2)( j&1)|k1 |N,
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Thus the series  b j (x, % ) is uniformly convergent in (x, % ) # (0, ?)_Rm+1,
so that B (x, % ) is continuous in (x, % ) and j=1 bj (x, t) is quasiperiodic in
t with b.f. (1, |). As every almost periodic function is bounded in
(0, ?)_R1, j=1 bj (x, t) is bounded in (0, ?)_R
1. Hence by (3.6) and (3.7)
it is enough to consider the following function v to show the unbounded-
ness of u:
v(x, t)= :

j=1
aj (x, t).
We set :i=(ki , |)&ni and set ti=2?[1(4|:i | )], where [a] is the Gauss
symbol of a # R1. Then by Proposition 2.4, 2% we have for ji
|:jti|=2? |:j | [14 |:i|]
?2. (3.8)
We fix i arbitrarily and consider
v(x, t)=v1(x, t)+v2(x, t),
where
v1(x, t)= :
i&1
j=1
aj (x, t)
v2(x, t)= :

j=i
aj (x, t).
Then we have the estimates of v1 and v2 as follows:
|v1(x, ti)|(c1 :C)[Mm&N&1(1&Mm&N&1)]|ki | m&N&1 (3.9)
for all x # (0, ?) and i=1, 2, ... and
v2(x, ti)(cc1L?2s+(72);C1) |ki |m&N&1 (3.10)
for all x=k?2s # 4& and i=1, 2, ..., where c1 , C, and : and ; are the con-
stants in (2.8), (2.4) and (2.6) (resp.), and L=inf0<x<?4 sin xx. We first
show the estimate (3.9). We have, by (2.6), (2.8) and (2.4)
|v1(x, t)| :
i&1
j=1
|aj (x, t)|
(1:) :
i&1
j=1
( | fj ||:j&kj | )
(c1 :C) :
i&1
j=1
|kj |m&N&1.
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From (2.5) we have
|v1(x, t)|(c1 :C) :
i&1
j=1
(Mm&N&1) j|ki |m&N&1
(c1 :C)[Mm&N&1(1&Mm&N&1)]|ki |m&N&1,
which shows (3.9). Next we show the estimate (3.10). Let x be of the form
(k2s)? # 4&. Then we have
aj (x, t)=&( fj 2nj)[(sin(nj+:j) t&sin njt):j] sin(njk2s) ?
=&( fj 2nj) t[sin(:jt2)(:jt2)] cos(nj+:j 2) t sin(njk2s) ?.
Since ji, we have from (3.8)
sin(:jti 2)(:jti 2) min
0<x?4
sin xx=L.
As ti=2?[1(4|:i | )], it holds
cos(nj+:j2) ti=cos(:jti 2)1- 2.
From (A) in Section 2.2 it holds
sin(njk2s)?&c2s for j=1, 2, ...
Thus for any ji, it follows that
aj (x, ti)(cL2s+(32))( fj nj)ti
for x=(k2s)? # 4&. By (2.6) and (2.8) we have, for any ji,
aj (x, ti)(cc0L2s+(32);) |kj |&(N+1)ti
for x=(k2s)? # 4&. From this we obtain
v2(x, ti)(cc0L2s+(32);) :

j=i
|kj |&(N+1)ti
(cc0L2s+(32);) |ki |&(N+1) ti .
As it holds from (2.4)
ti=2?[14 |:i |]
>2?(1(4 |:i| )&1)
2?(1(8 |:i | ))
(?4) |ki|mC1 ,
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we have
v2(x, ti)(cc0L?2s+(72);C1) |ki |m&(N+1).
This shows (3.10). By the estimates (3.9) and (3.10) we can show (V) in the
theorem. By the assumption it holds
(c1 :C) Mm&N&1(1&Mm&N&1)(12)(cc0L?2s+(72);C1). (3.11)
Then it follows that
v(x, ti)(Const.2s) |ki |m&(N+1) for x=k?2s # 4&,
where Const. is equal to (12)(c0cL?(292;C1). Since
?(4|:i | )<ti?(2|:i | ),
it holds, by (2.4)
(?4C1)|ki |m<ti(?2C)|ki |m.
Hence we obtain
v(x, ti)(Const.2s)t1&(N+1)mi for x=k?2
s # 4&,
where Const. is independent of i, k and s. Thus we have proved (3.2). We
proceed as above to show (3.3) and (3.4). We have
t v(x, t)=: (taj (x, t)+tbj (x, t)).
It is shown as above that  t bj (x, t) is q.p. in t uniformly in x. Noting
that
t aj (x, t)=& fj (2nj) cos(nj+:j) t sin njx
+( fj :j) sin(nj+:j2) t sin :jt2 sin njx,
we obtain the following estimates of t vj (x, t), j=1, 2:
|t v1(x, t)|D1[Mm&N(1&M m&N)|ki |m&N for all (x, t) # [0, ?]_R1
t v2(x, ti)&D2 |ki |m&N+D3 for all x # 4&,
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where D1=c1( |||+;)(2:C), D2=cc0CL2?2(2s+6C 21) and D3=C1 :.
This is shown by the similar computations to prove (3.9) and (3.10). So we
omit them. Since M is small so as to satisfy
D1 Mm&N(1&M m&N)(12) D2 , (3.12)
from the estimates and tit |ki |m we have (3.4). Clearly (3.3) is shown in
the same way as (3.4). As for (3.5), setting
g\j (t)=\( fj 2nj)(sin(kj , |) t\sin njt)((kj , |)\nj),
from (3.7) and the Plancherel Theorem one has
&w( } , t)&2L2(0, ?)=Const. :

j=1
(g+j (t)
2+ g&j (t)
2).
 g+j (t)
2 and  g&j (t)
2 are estimated in the same way as in  bj and  aj
(resp.). Q.E.D.
Remark 3.2. The growth-order is less than or equal to 1. In fact, the
usual energy estimate and the Sobolev inequality show
sup
x # (0, ?)
|u(x, t)|Const. &u( } , t)&H1(0, ?)
Const. _&,&H1(0, ?)+&&L2(0, ?)+|
t
0
& f ( } , s)&L2(0, ?)ds&
Const.(t+1).
Remark 3.3. Consider IBVP for semilinear wave equation with
Neumann boundary condition as follows:
2t v&
2
x v= f (x, t)+ g(v), (x, t) # (0, ?)_R
1, (3.13)
x v(0, t)=x v(?, t)=0, t # R1, (3.14)
v(x, 0)=,(x), t v(x, 0)=(x), x # (0, ?). (3.15)
By a way similar to the above consideration in Section 2 and Section 3
we can construct a class of quasiperiodic forcing terms f for which every
solution v0 of the linear problem with g(v)#0 is unbounded in t. Assuming
that g(v) is a nonnegative function and satisfies suitable incompability
condition, we can obtain unbounded solutions of the semilinear problem
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(3.13)(3.15). In fact, this is proved by the representation formula of
solutions:
v(x, t)=(12) u0(x, t)+(12) |
t
0 \|
x+t&{
x&t+{
( f (!, {)+ g(v(!, {)) d!+ d{,
(3.16)
where u0 is the periodic solution of (2t &
2
x) u0=0 with (3.14) and (3.15),
and f (x, t) is the extension of f in (3.13) to the even function with respect
to x defined in R1_R1. Since
v0(x, t)=(12) u0(x, t)+(12) |
t
0 \|
x+t&{
x&t+{
f (!, {) d!+ d{
is the solution of the linear problem with g(v)#0 and g(v(x, t)) is non-
negative for all (x, t) in R1_R1, it holds
v(x, t)v0(x, t).
Hence the assertion follows. Note that under the above assumption on g
BVP (3.13)(3.14) has no almost periodic (so quasiperiodic, periodic) solu-
tions. On the other hand, in case where the Dirichlet boundary condition
such as (1.2) is assumed, generally g(v(x, t)) can not be extended to the
odd function defined in the whole (x, t)-plane with g(v(x, t))>0. Therefore
the formula (3.16) can not be applied.
Appendix
The proofs of Lemmas in Section 2 require some propositions from num-
ber theory. The general forms are seen in Cassels [1]. Here we show the
propositions on the Diophantine theory used in this paper for readers.
Theorem A. Let m be a natural number. There exist a positive number
#=#(m) and an m-dimensional vector |=(|1 , ..., |m) # Rm such chat
|(k, |)&n|#|k|m
for all k=(k(1), ..., k(m)) # Zm"[0] and all n # N. Here (k, |)=k(1)|1+
} } } +k(m)|m and |k|=|k(1)|+ } } } +|k (m)|.
This theorem is a special case (n=1) of Theorem VIII, Section 4,
Chapter I of [1].
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Remark A.1. We can take |1 , ..., |m as positive numbers and countably
many | # Rm satisfy Theorem A. In fact, as is seen in the proof of the above
Theorem VIII in [1], the numbers |1 , ..., |m are taken in the following:
Consider an algebraic equation with integer coefficients
(x&a1q)(x&a2 q) } } } (x&am+1q)=1,
where a1 , ..., am+1 are any different integers and q is a natural number
taken suitably large. Let any one of the roots of the equation be ,. Then
we set |1=,, |2=,2, ..., |m=,m. It is clear that we can take , positive
for one of a1 , ..., am+1 positive so that |1 , ..., |m are all positive.
Theorem B. Let |1 , ..., |m be real numbers. The following two proposi-
tions (I) and (II) are equivalent:
(I) There exists a positive constant #1 such that the inequalities
|(k, |)&n|#1X&m
|k(i)|X, i=1, ..., m
have no solution (k(1), ..., k(m), n) # (Zm"[0])_Z for any X1.
(II) There exists a positive constant #2 such that the inequalities
|(k, |)&n&:|#2X&m
|k(i)|X, i=1, ..., m
have a solution (k(1), ..., k(m), n) # Zm_Z for any X1 and any real :.
This is a special version of Theorem VIII, Section 4, Chapter V of [1].
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